Workers and the Mafia

Julia Gillard has been sermonising that the Labor Party will see that all workers will in future be treated equally.

The Trade Unions are flexing their muscles to make sure their monopoly of coercion which they have enjoyed since Federation is returned and exercised, under ACTU president Sharan Burrow.

Even if a single worker out of hundreds belongs to a union, the Fuhrer is demanding that unions would be notified and involved at every level of negotiating wage claims under the guise of "good-faith bargaining" rules.

Also, Ms Gillard promised tough rules for union right-of-entry, saying officials would be allowed to walk through the door to inspect a company's books or hold discussions with "potential" recruits as well as existing members.

What these people do not realize is that in every field workers are are not equal. When workers can work under terms agreeable to them and their employer, their marginal utility is maximised. It follows that their productivity increases to the benefit of both employer and employee.

Genuine workers do not need a mafia of minders, called union organisers, which penalise workers for their “loving care”. (Imagine being loved by Fuhrer Burrow).
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